


























Locations of buried pottery around the Southern Sanctuary
　In　the　excavation　accompanying　the
dismantling　and　repair　of　the　Southern
Sanctuary, a number of pottery vessels were
found, that　were　likely buried intentionally
around the sanctuary. So far,four artifacts have
been found from three locations on outside the
basement of the Southern Sanctuary｡
　The pottery excavated from location Ａ was a
brown-glazed　stoneware　vase　missing　the
portion above its neck. It was found ensconced in
ａ pit made in the surface of the ground when the
Southern　Sanctuary　was　initially　built.　The
inside of the pottery was carefully checked for
any objects that might be inside, but it was only
packed with soil｡
　From location Ｂ， two unglazed vases were
excavated. One was almost wholly intact, but the
other was the remaining one-third or so of what
it had been｡
　From location Ｃ，an unglazed, spouted vase
was excavated. It was of ａ type called ｋｅｎｄｉ，
which　was　seen　widely　in　Southeast　Asia.
However, only part of the vessel remains｡
　Judging by the　state　in　which　they　were
excavated, itis thought that these buried pottery
vessels were buried at around the same time as
the　construction　of　the　Southern　Sanctuary.
However, as nothing has been found from inside
the vessels so far, the reason why they were













Excavated buried pottery at the location of Ｂ
埋納土器（A地点）
Buried pottery at the location of Ａ
埋納土器（B地点）
Buried pottery at the location of Ｂ
埋納土器（C地点）
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